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Heroes, Outlaws, and Funny Fellows of American Popular Tales

Outlaw Heroes. Highwaymen, vigilantes, and fairy tales. Previous Legal Nomenclature. Next The Magna Carta ofâ€¦ Issue. Back to Issue. Rule of Law. Shop Now. Connect.Â Contact. Outreach. American Agora Foundation. Principal Supporters. Janus Society. Top 8 Famous Outlaws. Over time, the society has come to appreciate outlaws, in the same way we embrace the losers in the society. The reason why people like to associate with outlaw is simple: they are a perfect example of righteousness and rebelliousness. However, the difference between a beloved outlaw and a hated criminal is basically determined by perception, which is bound to change with time.

Top 8 Famous Outlaws. 1. Billy the Kid. Billy is one of the most renowned old west outlaws with numerous books, songs and movies elaborating his life. Portrayed as a cold-blooded killer, Billy is s